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ABSTRACT
With this work we show the use of focal plane coding to produce nondegenerate data between subapertures of
an imaging system. Subaperture data is integrated to form a single high resolution image. Multiple apertures
generate multiple copies of a scene on the detector plane. Placed in the image plane, the focal plane mask applies
a unique code to each of these sub-images. Within each sub-image, each pixel is masked so that light from only
certain optical pixels reaches the detector. Thus, each sub-image measures a diﬀerent linear combination of
optical pixels. Image reconstruction is achieved by inversion of the transformation performed by the imaging
system. Registered detector pixels in each sub-image represent the magnitude of the projection of the same
optical information onto diﬀerent sampling vectors. Without a coding element, the imaging system would be
limited by the spatial frequency response of the electronic detector pixel. The small mask features allow the
imager to broaden this response and reconstruct higher spatial frequencies than a conventional coarsely sampling
focal plane.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Compressive Optical MONTAGE Photography Initiative (COMP-I) is an eﬀort under the DARPA MONTAGE program to construct thin digital imaging systems while maintaining image quality metrics.1 This paper
presents the use of focal plane coding to produce nondegenerate data between subapertures of an imaging system.
The aperture size of a digital imaging system is determined by resolution and throughput speciﬁcations. In
cases where resolution speciﬁcations may be satisﬁed by a small aperture one may choose to implement a ”thin”
digital imaging system with high throughput by using multiple apertures. This approach is taken, for example,
the work of Tanida, et al., on TOMBO imaging systems.2
We construct an imager that generates these linearly independent codes using a binary, amplitude modulating
focal plane mask. This coding element is ﬁxed in contact with the imaging sensor in order to ensure placement
in an image plane.
Multiple apertures generate multiple copies of a scene on the detector plane. The focal plane mask applies
a unique code to each of these sub-images. Within each sub-image, each pixel is masked so that light from
only certain optical pixels reaches the detector. Thus, each sub-image measures a diﬀerent linear combination
of optical pixels. This is possible here because the electronic pixels undersample the imaging system’s optical
resolution. By otpical pixels, we mean the minimum sized optically resolvable feature in the focal plane. Pixel
mask coding has been used for coded aperture imaging in several instances.3–9 An alternative focal plane code
using a quantization of the discrete cosine transform is presented here.10
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Figure 1. Microscope image of the imaging sensor with a focal plane coding element. The white dots and bars are
alignment marks on the focal plane coding element.

Image reconstruction is performed by inversion of the linear transformation performed by the imaging system.
Registered detector pixels in each sub-image represent the magnitude of the projection of the same optical
information onto diﬀerent sampling vectors.
Without a coding element, the imaging system would be limited by the spatial frequency response of the
electronic detector pixel. The small mask features allow the imager to broaden this response and reconstruct
higher spatial frequencies than a conventional coarsely sampling focal plane.
We present our latest developments in design of high resolution, thin imagers. It is important to realize that
focal plane coding masks are simply one implementation of a coding scheme. A more ideal code may operate
on a block of pixels rather than each pixel individually. Such a code would more evenly distribute information
in an image with non-uniform information content. Future work will include incorporation of more complicated
coding elements in order to perform more arbitrary transformations.

2. SYSTEM DESIGN AND COMPONENTS
2.1. Camera
A Lumenera Lu100 monochrome board level camera is used for data acquisition. The focal plane array is of size
1280x1024 pixels, each 5.2 µm x 5.2 µm. The imaging sensor, an Omnivision OV9121, is based on complementary
metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) technology, where each pixel contains a photodiode and an individual charge
to voltage circuitry. With current technology, these additional electronics reduce the light sensitive area of a pixel.
In order to overcome this limitation, microlenses are fabricated over each pixel, improving quantum eﬃciency.
The manufacturer isolates the imaging sensor from the environment with a thin piece of glass. However, our
experiments require that the focal plane coding element be placed in direct contact with the imaging sensor.
Removal of the protective cover glass is required. It had been challenging to remove the glass with minimal
damage to the underlying pixels. A procedure involving a chemical bath cocktail is used to dissolve the adhesive
securing the cover class. An acetone and ethyl ether mixture was applied around the perimeter of the sensor.
At the same time, a razor blade edge was used to scrape at and remove the residue of the adhesive. Multiple
chemical applications have been necessary to completely free the cover glass.

2.2. Lenslet Array
The lenslet array used in the imager is a refractive/diﬀractive hybrid having two refractives and one diﬀractive
per lenslet. The refractive lenses are fabricated using lithographic means on two separate 150mm wafers made
of fused silica. The ﬁnal lens shapes are aspheric. On the wafer surface opposite one of the lenses, an eight
phase level diﬀractive is fabricated using the binary optics process. The diﬀractive primarily performs chromatic
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Figure 2. Microscope image of imaging sensor. The majority of the area of a pixel is a photo-diode. Charge to voltage
electronics are visible in the lower right of each pixel.

aberration correction. The two wafers, one with refractives, and the other having refractives and diﬀractives, are
bonded together, with the two refractive surfaces facing away from each other, via an epoxy bonding process.
The gap between the wafers is controlled by a spacer layer of a patterned polymer, which has been spin-coated
to a thickness of 20 µm and then patterned. After bonding, the wafer is singulated via a dicing process.
The completed optical system functions as an F/2.8 lens. It is designed to operate principally over the green
portion of the visible spectrum, centered at 550nm. The limiting aperture is formed by a patterned chrome
coating on the ﬁrst surface of the optic, which is a refractive surface. In addition, an IR cut ﬁlter, in the form
of a dielectric coating, is deposited on the ﬁrst surface prior to the chrome deposition.

2.3. Focal Plane Coding Element
In order to improve upon an imager’s resolution, by necessity, a focal plane coding element must contain subpixel
features. In our system, we design a set of 16 unique square patterns to correspond with our 4 × 4 lenslet array.
Every pixel in a given aperture is masked with the same pattern. We designate a central region of 1000 × 1000
pixels in our megapixel sized sensor as imaging pixels. Thus with a 4 × 4 lenslet array size, each of the 16
apertures correspond to a 250 × 250 pixel block. To recap, every pixel in a particular 250 × 250 block shares the
same mask pattern, and this coding pattern diﬀers from aperture to aperture.
The focal plane code corresponds to foldings of the shifted Hadamard matrix
S16 =

1
(H16 + 1)
2

where H16 denotes the Hadamard matrix of size 16. The focal plane code patterns are shown in Fig. 3. Black
corresponds to 0 and denotes occlusion.
For our experiments, a binary coded pattern is employed, but one could also imagine a continuous design.
Additionally, it is not necessary for each pixel in a given aperture to share the same mask pattern. This is merely
done for simplicity.
Reduction lithography techniques are utilized to fabricate a patterned chrome layer on a thin glass substrate.
In order to aid in the registration of the focal plane coding element with the pixel axis, the non-imaging perimeter
pixels of the 1280×1024 sensor are used for alignment. Speciﬁcally, subpixel sized placement marks are patterned
on the border outside the central 1000 × 1000 pixels on the glass substrate. These marks are visible under high
power magniﬁcation.
We developed a special process in order to aﬃx the glass substrate to the imaging sensor. A vacuum aids to
hold the mask stationary while Newport AutoAlign positioning equipment with 100nm accuracy positioned the
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Figure 3. Focal plane code implemented in each aperture. Each ﬁgure is on the scale of a single pixel; the base feature
size is one quarter pixel. All pixels in a given aperture share the same code.

camera board directly under the focal plane mask. Alignment is done to a ﬁrst order ensuring that the mask
completely resides within the active area of the imaging sensor. After the stages are also adjusted to minimize
the gap between the glass and the detector, the vacuum is then turned oﬀ. With a small needle, a drop of UV
curable adhesive is dispensed on the vertical edges of the glass. After suﬃcient time, capillary action draws a
very thin layer of the viscous adhesive between the glass substrate and the imaging sensor. Images are gathered
during this process to aid in the alignment of the pixels with the mask features. Using the positioning stages the
mask is nudged very lightly with the tip of the adhesive distribution needle. When the mask is positioned in a
desired location, a high intensity UV lamp is used to cure the adhesive.

3. LENS ALIGNMENT
A major challenge in the integration the system is the alignment of the lenslet element with the focal plane.
With a focal length on the millimeter scale, the depth of focus for these lenses is on the order of micrometers.
For such accuracy, bench top alignment methods are ﬁrst employed to explore system performance. Computer
aided design software is used to specify a custom lens mount for the lens wafer. The element is printed using
a stereolithography machine. A 6-axis precision positioning system is used to adjust the camera board with
respect to the stationary lens.
In order to align the focus, the lenslet array images a bright point source onto the detector. The source is
placed on axis and in the far ﬁeld at a distance of well over 100 focal lengths. One traditionally determines that a
system is in focus when a point source in the object plane produces the most concise point spread function (PSF).
In our system, the spatial extent of the PSF is smaller than a pixel. We claim that our system performance very
nearly reaches the diﬀraction limit, with spot diameter equal to 2.44λ fd , where λ is the wavelength, f is the focal
length and d is the lens diameter.
The challenge then becomes how to determine the best focus for the system when measurements are limited
to the electronic down sampling of the optical ﬁeld at resolutions equal to the pixel size. In order to attack
this problem, sequential images are captured as the camera is translated along the optical axis. Qualitatively,
when the image is out of focus, one observes light intensity spread over multiple pixels, and as the focal spot
becomes smaller, the intensity becomes more localized to a single pixel. Numerically, one metric we employed
is the calculation of the standard deviation of pixel value intensities in a cropped region surrounding the spot.
When out of focus, one expects to see a lower standard deviation because of the more uniform distribution. If
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the spot is in focus, though, and nearly all intensity is on a single pixel, the calculated standard deviation is
much higher.
A potential complication is the possibility that the system is aligned in such a way that, when in best focus,
an impulse falls centered on the border between 2 (or 4) pixels. The resulting captured image would still show
intensity split between those pixels, even though the spot size is smaller than a single pixel.
However, the more interesting problem is determining the best focus for apertures with a focal plane coding
element. If a point source is imaged to a masked region of the detector, one would expect to see minimal response
when the system is in best focus. Furthermore, if the spot size grows, it could potentially increase the pixel
response of a given camera, with minimal eﬀect on neighboring pixels. Thus, the result would appear nearly
identical to a situation where the system is in best focus imaging a point source to an unmasked region on the
detector. In order to diﬀerentiate between the two, one needs to translate the image with respect to the camera
pixels.

4. IMPULSE RESPONSE MEASUREMENT
The focal plane coding element modulates pixel responses diﬀerently in each aperture. Since the period of the
mask pattern is equal to the pixel spacing, pixels in a given aperture all share identical modulation characteristics.
However, calibration is needed to determine the exact registration of the mask with the camera pixels.
Impulse response measurements are taken at a variety of point source locations. Speciﬁcally, while translation
stages positioned a point source perpendicular to the optical axis in a two dimensional grid, images are captured
from the camera. A typical scan consists of 100x100 object locations covering approximately a 5x5 pixel square
in image space. Thus, we are able to sample with subpixel positioning of the impulse on the detector. Essentially,
we measure the convolution of the lens’s PSF with the sampling function of the detector.
Data captured from two adjacent pixels in open aperture is shown in Fig. 4. As expected, there is only
minimal variation between responses across apertures. The impulse response is shift invariant on a macro scale
from pixel to pixel, but shift variant within a single pixel. The asymmetric nature of the pixel’s sampling is most
likely a result of the pixel’s lack of sensitivity where the charge to voltage circuitry resides.
Even more interesting, though, is the modulation of the impulse response shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. The
focal plane coding element’s eﬀect is clearly visible. The pixel exhibits a narrow response due to the subpixel
mask features. It is important to note again that a precondition of this result is that the PSF of the optical
system is smaller than the features on the coding mask. Without such a well conﬁned spot, the mask would
not have such a signiﬁcant eﬀect. A larger spot would imply a narrower extent in the Fourier domain and
would essentially low pass ﬁlter the aperture sampling function. An impulse response similar to that of the open
aperture would be observed because the mask features (at higher spatial frequencies) would be attenuated.

5. RECONSTRUCTIONS
The image reconstruction consists of the following steps. First, the individual lenslet subimages are cropped from
the sensor captured image. Then, the subimages are processed individually for noise removal and deconvolution
of the corresponding lenslet distortions. Subsequently, relative intensity adjustments between the subimages are
performed. Exact sub-pixels shifts are determined relative to the clear aperture subimage, and the subimages
are realigned. Finally, the super-resolution image is reconstructed by combining and decoding the focal plane
code of the subimages.
Details of preliminary sample reconstructions are shown in Fig. 7. The reconstructed image is compared to
the upsampled –by linear interpolation– subimage from the clear aperture lenslet.

6. SUMMARY
A multiple aperture camera is created using a lenslet array and a standard focal plane array. Multiple downsampled images are captured simultaneously. To break the redundancy between images, a focal plane coding element
is placed between the imaging sensor and the lenses. Because the electronic pixels undersample the optical ﬁeld,
this element is able to code each subimage uniquely. From the resulting measurements a single high resolution
image is reconstructed from the mutliple lower resolution images.
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Figure 4. Impulse response for two adjacent pixels as a function of image location on detector plane.
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Figure 5. Impulse response of a pixel masked with a 50% horizontal grating with period equal to the pixel pitch.
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Figure 6. Impulse response of a pixel masked with a 50% vertical grating with period equal to the pixel pitch.
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Figure 7. Details of the preliminary sample reconstructions (on the left), compared to interpolated upsamplings of the
clear aperture image (on the right).
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